
About The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, by Junot Diaz. 







Write any feedback or any ideas on how to make this assignment great. 



Brainstorm ideas for what you might produce for your team's site and your individual 
creative pieces. Keep in mind you've still only read 50 pages of the novel, so this is just 
very preliminary brainstorming. 



"In the old days when his so-called friends would hurt him or drag his trust 
through the mud he always crawled voluntarily back into the abuse, out of 
fear and loneliness, something he'd always hated himself for, but not this 
time" (33).

This shows his insecurities and how even his own friends bully him into 
hating himself even more than he already does. He stays friends with people 
who mistreat him out of fear of truly being alone. His self-image and self-
esteem is based off how others see him. He goes back to the abuse because 
if he got rid of his so-called friends then he would felt invisible and unwanted 
and without having those friends it would validate those feelings of being 
unloved.



"When Oscar whimpered, Girls, Moms de Leon nearly exploded. Tu ta 
llorandpor una muchacha? She hauled Oscar to his feet by his ear. Mami, 
stoopp it, his sister cried, stop it! She threw him to the floor. Dale un 
galletazo, she panted, then see if the little puta respects you" (p14)

acha? 
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Brainstorm ideas for what you might produce for your team's site and your individual 
creative pieces. Keep in mind you've still only read 50 pages of the novel, so this is just 
very preliminary brainstorming. 



Step one: Copy as many passage from pages 11-50 as you can find that deal with one of the following 
elements. Write the full passage up here, with the keyboard.  (the one your group is assigned):

-Oscar's character

-The world Oscar is growing up in

-Passages that demonstrate the unique style and language of the novel. 

Step two: annotate the passages you've included. With a virtual smartboard pen, note how what each 
passage tells us about one of the above elements. Underline, circle words. Ask questions. Create a new 
page if necessary (you can copy and paste stuff to a new page). 

"It wasn't just that he didn't have no kind of 
father to show him the masculine ropes, he 
simply lacked all aggressive and martial 
tendencies (15)."

"Osc

on had been too hurt to

speak; he sat down on the curb

and felt something overwhelming.

A urge up his chest; scared the shit

out of him and before he knew

it, he was crying. (16)."

-Lack of father figure shown how

Oscar become very passive and how

he is pushed to look up to superhe-roes in comic 
books just to fill the

emptiness he feels.
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Step one: Copy as many passage from pages 11-50 as you can find that deal with one of the following 
elements. Write the full passage up here, with the keyboard.  (the one your group is assigned):
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"raised in a typical Dominican 
family" (Diaz 11)

When he got on the bus, still crying, the driver 
a famously reformed PCP addict, had said 
Christ don't be a fucking baby." (Diaz 16) 



Sudden changes 
from English
to spanish

a

Dale angalletazo

, shepainted,
then see if the pieta

respects you" (14)
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"Because in those days he was (still) a 
'normal' Dominican boy raised in a 
'typical' Dominican family, his nascent 
pimp-liness was encouraged by blood and 
friends alike" (11).

"That's great, Oscar. Only problem is no 
Spanish girl would date you" (27).  



Step one: Copy as many passage from pages 11-50 as you can find that deal with one of the following 
elements. Write the full passage up here, with the keyboard.  (the one your group is assigned):

-Oscar's character

-The world Oscar is growing up in

-Passages that demonstrate the unique style and language of the novel. 

Step two: annotate the passages you've included. With a virtual smartboard pen, note how what each 
passage tells us about one of the above elements. Underline, circle words. Ask questions. Create a new 
page if necessary (you can copy and paste stuff to a new page). 

Perhaps if like me he'd been able to 
hids his otakuness maybes hit 
would have been easier for him, but 
he couldn't" (21).

Stereotype: Olga had like ninety 
cousins, all who seemed to be 
named Hector or Luis or 
Wanda" (13).

Did you fuck her"(39) - insight into 
what is expected and considered 
normal in their culture. Also the fact 
that this is a discussion happening 
between siblings. 
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[...] he simply lacked all aggressive and 
martial tendencies (15)

Couldn't make friends for the life of him, too 
dorky, too shy, and [...] too weird... (17)

The world Oscar is growing up in

"When he got on the bus, still crying, the 
driver, a famously reformed PCP addict, had 
said, Christ, don't be a fucking baby" (Diaz 
16).

"Mami, stop it, his sister cried, stop it!

She threw him to the floor" (Diaz 14).

"Maritza was a girl who seemed to delight in 
getting slapped around by her boyfriends. 
Since it happened to her all the time" (Diaz 
18)

"He realized his fucked-up comic-book 
reading,[...] friends were embarrassed by 
him"
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